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EDITORIAL NOTE

Welcome to the Wildcard issue! These fantastic pieces were 
chosen because of their originality and the energy they had that 

excited our editorial team. We are really excited about the pieces 
featured in this issue, and we hope you enjoy the audio 

recordings that go along with this issue. 

We also want to take this moment to thank the wonderful team 
of volunteers who helped make this issue possible. So a massive 
thanks to JP, Claire, Kinneson, Lisa, Ed, George, Alice, Charity, 

Rich, Beth, Carol, Millie, Christina, and Michael. 

Love, 

The Full House Editorial team x
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In Reverie
Christopher Arksey

After peeling a banana 
you’d chop it widthways, 
butter two white slices 
and arrange the pieces 
four by four. 
Then pat and press, 
and with a clink of knife 
cut corner to corner, 
bring the first half 
to your mouth without 
needing a plate. 
If I train my ears 
I can bring it all back: 
the rhythmic jaw click 
as you chew a bite intact, 
the muffled clunk 
of blade on board 
slicing many parts to one, 
the bread unbuttered, 
the skin tears sutured, 
the banana now whole, 
turning spotless, 
green, unripened 
in the fruit bowl. 
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Curse
Bess Amelia Yeager

She will tell you again and again that you are cold
That your voice is grating and that you use it to shave off shreds of a person
Until they are ribbons they can’t retie

I will tell you again and again that the only way to break
The curse, to find peace, to know a silence gentler than a moth’s wing
Is to release the brightest parts of yourself,

The ones that burn into my eyes when you go
And that seep through white matter making stars and angles
The parts that, post mortem, show up like sprinkles

I want you to feel carried by the wind, but slowly
So you don’t know until the end how you carve your love into what’s edible
And lace it with fat, oozing oily and thick

When we die, she will eat ribbons
I will eat sprinkles shaped like stars
And you will gorge yourself on your own gristle.
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when I imagine we make love,
Cassidy Champagne

you are gentle. we laugh mutually & do not fall in love though our actions 
are full of it.
I do not need to ask your hands to please avoid the lower half of my 
stomach; they see complexities 
inside of me laid bare, & when you touch me there, skin greeting skin, it’s 
comfort.
I imagine it will be effortless with you. our noses fill with cologne I was 
surprised to smell you
wearing the last time we met. when I bring up the ugly teens we used to be, 
how they live inside us
still, you tell me now we are beautiful. you compliment my hair, note 
you’ve seen it sliced
time & again on instagram, & double-tap thrill me to the core. I poke fun 
at your new abs in earnest.
you don’t need to tell me you’re insecure. I kiss them afterward & remind 
you: we’ve never been ugly,
when I say we were ugly little kids I mean no one could’ve envisioned us 
like this, ducklings no longer
& so gorgeous they’re overwhelmed with envy. but now they do.
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The Bliss We Long For
Jason de Koff

Slowly sauntering across sunshine surfaces,
the soft patter of footpads
soak in the inherited warmth
which exudes from pointed nose to telling tail.

Until all is rendered helpless,
bones are liquefied jelly,
muscles but useless undergarments,
and only the soft flowing fur
aids to protect
the inevitable flop to the floor.

Where the corpse-like position
negates potential motion
and slitted eyes fit the funeral pose.
A pose only belied by long, deep draws
synchronized to great rumblings from within.
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respect us
Trini Decombe 
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Memory 3
Nikki Dudley

6

WE DIDN’T LEAVE YOU. Consciousness is a flashback to 1953 THE YEARS ARE 
FRAGILE WEBS THAT CONNECT US but you don’t know who I am. Recognition is your 
wedding photo YOUR TRADITIONS WILL GO WITH YOU on the cabinet but you think 

all of us are actors. WE WOULDN’T BE HERE WITHOUT A DEFICIT The mind is 
knowing who you are but not knowing who I am. YOU SPENT YOUR LIFE TRYING TO 
FILL IT You remind me to buy Sprite but can’t remember where your money went. BUT 
THE GLASS WAS ALWAYS LEAKING LOVE Thought is thought is thought is now 

fraught and frail. Reflection is HE DROVE WITH MACE IN HIS EYES TO SHOW YOU 
picking up the phone. Retention is where you came from HE HAD NOT GIVEN UP ON 
LOVE but getting lost two thirds of the way home. Recapture us. Recapture this. EVEN 

THOUGH YOU WERE SENT AWAY BY THE PEOPLE WHO ARE MEANT TO 
CRADLE YOU Recapture ourselves. Recapture what is lost. Amnesia is outside the door. 

Don’t let it in. Hallucinations YOU TRIED TO CREATE A NEW NARRATIVE are a 
creation of creation that you create TO PLASTER OVER THE FLAWS and creatures 

constitute creation. Nostalgia is the Irish Centre WE HELD UP YOUR HAPPY ENDING 
WITH SHAKING HANDS and the man who loved you in a day. Apprehension is not 

recognising our faces. Not trusting YOU MADE US SAVIOURS IN YOUR STORY the 
words. An inkling is us, and love, BUT WE COULDN’T COLLECT THE PIECES OF YOU 
and phone calls at 6am on birthdays. A biography is not THE GLUE WORE AWAY YOUR 

BRAIN the last 6 months. Memories are a story someone told you THE GLUE WORE 
AWAY IN OUR HEARTS and you collected as your own. A chronicle WE ALL FELL 

APART will never be you IN THE END. 

 



Confession of a Scar
Diablo Dylan

When I was conceived, I came into this world 
as a mouth with no teeth, no tongue, bleeding 
and fresh, a laceration full of words.

But like a newborn, I could not speak, 
and the sudden realization of life came at once.

The others were created by accident:
A broken picture frame, the scrape against
summer asphalt; however, I was planned. 

For thirty minutes, you contemplated whether 
I should exist. You turned it over and over 
in your mind and thought, Having one will make 
everything better. It will take away the pain. 

You never loved me, but you nursed me.
With alcohol and water, Neosporin and spit, 
you tended to me, wrapped me up,
then hid me from others to see.  

I became a part of you, a stretched almond, 
faded by vitamin E, I never went away. And while 
you hate me and hate me and hate me
and reject me, I still love you. 

Because I am now ten years old and you 
are alive, holding me on your shoulder 
as you laugh and smile. 
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All the Souvenirs
Agnieszka Filipek

everything tastes better in bed
you whispered in my ear
too many times

I smashed all the souvenirs from the places
you always wanted to visit
shouting out her name

shattered pieces getting deep
into your Persian rug
like knives into flesh

frantically trying to change a hoover bag
and everything else in my life
job flat breakfast cereal

no more take away pizza
from that Italian place
on the corner

we were always forgetting napkins
and you were licking
my fingers
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Old Enough to Know Better, But
Joanna Grant

You know they’ll kill you, but still you miss cigarettes, 
even though you haven’t had one since 1997, 
and that’s a long time ago now. Still.

There are certain conditions. Like cold rainy nights
in that foggy blur between latest winter and earliest spring,
when the rain patters from the darkening eaves,

and you’re by your window, leaning out over the sill,
maybe some Chet Baker on the hi-fi in this retro 
scenario, and you with your black-winged kohl
and a Max Factor red lip, a little smudged, French-inhaling

plumes of Lucky Strike out into the cool black night,
unfiltered, waiting un-frightened for whatever’s to come,

wondering. What if you dared that shockheaded 
boy to go through with it for once. What it would feel like

to stare at him po-faced, flicking your ash, the apple 
green as envy, as Eden, perched atop your bouffant,
his shaky hands doing his damnedest to steady
the rusty old pistol aimed straight at your head.
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a bar within a bar
David Greaves

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
the sweet of spilled sleep in a caught thresh of we under low ceilings the structure all exposed an 
appearance of knowing not of knowing but the quality of knowing-ness listen they would say to 
the thickening fluid our share in a trace of built light what I wanted was not and not but when 
breath is when sleep will every as if finding our own room among the impress an apparent 
structure I think the many eventual layers of arrived matter at matter sweet so they wanted 
something perfect not perfect they in moments that will access and expel a negotiation among 
the churned and flecked dust not yet arrived at the thickened condition of sand.  
 
when want is when and answer. | a layer will fluid when. | they were, which every anchors like. | 
excavated and subject | meaning | and anchor in. know | for the purpose. trace | and then again, 
devour, small mammal, they seal, and at the same they expand | 
 
outside someone had had trouble starting their car. they sleep when they come out to see, and 
they who sleep witness as if they are witnessing. they are we and I wish a moment which built in 
light and this was without misery and this was sand. there was no moment, and there was no exit 
like sets wisped out in a warped eye as the engine kicked in, eventually, and there was no road, 
and no call, and no swipe of violence accreted and spun like by the fingers of a cruel idiot 
magician into verdant yellow and bright, and no remnant, and no worth, and nothing, and 
suffering was, and nothing, and this was used, and nothing meant, and nothing, and nothing 
found in a field and photographed and venom out over thin lips, no, they sleep among the layers 
of glow, kiss them on dew, no, a nothing in uniform hell, spit and aired out and drawn, 
desiccated, no, a nothing siren among chord and crashed light. 
 

they when & they always which venomous we founded in an appearance of structure a sand trap 
flood of room give among the layers receive what is flood eye limited to eye it is as if and again 
and always over among the thinning our we accrete like leaves, anoxic, charmed 
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the paint-splattered dress
Ellen Huang

i unfold the dress like paper cards
lighter than skirts, it feels like a ghost sheet. 
i possess it, give the paint-splattered dress warmth
from my body, rather than the other way around.
i change. i twirl. i feel myself lift. i feel myself 
as if in a more flowing hospital gown. “this is your new thing,”
the package had said. mmm if they only knew.  

later, i linger on the floor outside the wardrobe
in silence, reaching up to feel the dress 
between my fingertips, a thin, thin message, 
an inked, paper airplane letter to the world: 
i am proud, i am whole, i am blessed in magic, i am ace
i float, dressed in meaning 
only the awoken can see.
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Hag Stone 1
E.P Jenkins 
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In Reply to Something I Wrote When I Hated 
my Hair
Shontay Luna

I know very well, the meaning of
the word “desperation.” I thought it sat atop my 
reluctant head, an apprehensive witness. 
Day after unrelenting day of deciding what I’d do with it. 
As I thought at the time, it was only good for dreads, 
cornrows or afros. But in the passage of time, I’ve gotten older. 
And since altered the root of my perception. Realizing in
the process that my hair, contrary to ingrained, generational
beliefs, isn’t “nappy.” It’s a midnight wilderness, a forest 
on the brink of nightfall and a jungle of slender, savage vines.
It’s wilder than a Brazilian rainforest and Mardi Gras New Orleans.
Thicker than Texas heat and molasses on a winter morning. It graces
my head regally as it should, for we are both royalties. 
Passing mirrors, we catch ourselves in the 
reflection, glancing at each
other in awe.
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Organs that I have inside me
Eleanor May Blackburn

See how it twists and turns in my gut
Churning my long and small intestines up
Blending my pancreas and liver and stomach
Fixing my mouth in a sickly lucid curve of a smile 
It takes more muscles to frown than smile 
It takes almost the same to frown and smile 
Frown and smile in perfect damage 
Fleshy mouth organ always at the top 
Means something I think 
So you are told 
I stare at the funny lumps and bumps of the blushing flesh in a piece of glass 
Mirror doesn’t reflect the truth 
Yes 
NO 
I wash my hands again to be safe 
Taking care not to look up 
Don’t want to see that 
Laura phoned just for a chat 
Don’t want to talk
My gut bubbles and pops like a cork
Plastering red entrails along the walls 
Let’s paint the town crimson
My bedroom hardly counts as town 
I have worms in my feet and butterflies in my belly and grasshoppers raving 
inside my skull
I could snap like a twig
But the sound would reverberate off the wine coloured walls and-
Take off 
I could melt/I could fly/I could fall/I could rise/I could fly/I could fall/I could 
fall/I could fall/I could fall/I could fall/I could fall/I could-
My heart leaps straight out of my concaved chest 
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Republic of Rose
Robin McNamara

Under the lollipop tree there are
Candy floss flowers —
Frozen with February-glazed frost.
Shadows are stuck frozen to the ground. 

Traffic of life passes on by —
Oblivious to the imagination’s beauty.
Slow down hurried minds! slow down..

The buttery yellow of the morning sun
Melts away in the noon heat — 
Apricity kisses linger briefly upon
Cold lips. 

The brief showers, a rainbow delight
Whipped up from creamy clouds with 
Sugar-drop rains that sweetens the scent
Of the garden earth to musk.

Valentine roses bloom shyly from a thorny
 Relationship with earth’s soil.
A stemmed affair between beauty and the beast.
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If Stars Get Broken Too
Rahma O. Jimoh

remember every time we’d met
at the Shawarma stall?
the nights spent at bus stops
where the aroma of chicken soup
sneaked into our mouths
& you licked your lips

before they found mine
in that oasis of darkness

you asked
if i’d love more.    if i’d want more,
& I’d say you’re enough for me,
you’re enough,         my love

we would
walk down
the road      together
gazing at the stars.
i look up       these days
all i see are blue waves
empty blue waves that make me
wonder if stars get b-r-o-k-e-n too
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A break 
Chloe Orrock

You know she has 
strange words in her now - 

a fissure in the earth  
from which monsters stream out, 

incomplete, 
distracted  by each other, 

roaring for meat or whirling  
off into the distance, 

backwards sycamore choppers. 
 
Some of them slink back to her at night,  

I think, but 
not to apologise for the  mess they caused - 
tracking their filthy   paws across the walls 
of the ward, dragging  their claws  

through the curtains - 
rip rip rip rip rip. 

 
No, not for that.  Just to keep her company perhaps, 
curl into her like ancient lapdogs, replacements  
for the hot water bottle she's not allowed to have. 

  
I don't know where they crouch on the spectrum 
of wild to tame. Feral, certainly. This is true. 
Not sure, not sure. Not sure who owns who. 
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pick up
Diana Raab

it wasn’t your offer
or the way you said it. 
it wasn’t the way you did it. 
or how it made me feel. 
it wasn’t the time of day 
or the month or the year
or the shape of the moon caressing us
or how the sun rose when you smiled. 
it wasn’t how the traffic zipped on the freeway
or how you said good bye
it was just about the way you loved me
and cared enough to ask. 
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Strangers In The Night
Shane Schick

You roll around space and time 
like a shopping cart with castors
that can’t make up their minds
while I lay like the quarter 
that, once dropped, sets it loose.

I don’t mean to forget you, dream,
the hours we spend together
and all the creativity you put into them,
what you manage to improvise
out of everything I’ve left half-finished
or practically run into the ground.

What kind of opportunity costs
have you been calculating 
about the choices I make,
what counter-offers to my life
have you developed that I’ve failed 
to hear out and consider?

Only silence answers me,
but even unseen, unrecalled,
it’s as though I’m the guest
who checked into the hotel room
next, where nothing is out of place 

but there’s no doubt this space
is shared, where they put a book
for visitors to tell the story about 
their stay; what was worth remembering.
I can almost picture its pages.
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,
JP Seabright

 
 
 

           curled as a  

   comma, a half-arsed  

question-mark, a seahorse 

      abandoned on the shore of my bed, 

       waiting for the tide to sweep me to  

         sleep. But the tide doesn't come,  

                I am stranded as a jellyfish, 

     splayed and 

     translucent, 

      betrayed  

        by the  

         tides 

      I beg  

  take   

                   me  

          home 
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dark matter
Dorka Tamás

1 
 

 
galaxies of emotions 

somewhere 
 
 

where 
 

collisions of words  
bodies 

 
gravitatingtoeachother 

 
things 

not discovered   mass of energy in the bed 
 

you 
my elementary particle radiating  

 
me 

a lightyear away 
 

black holes of love 
thumb on thumb 
saliva on saliva 

tear on tear 
 

take the cosmic rays 
 
 

they are symbols of love 
 

everything happens so fast   
I cannot see 

 
dark energies  colliding  in my     head 

 
full of waves 

 
 
 

discover    
 

discover me   
 

under my skin 
 
 

 
everything 

matters 
dark 
matters 

a supernova 
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Home Again
Ashley Wagner

The shared lawn is full
of clovers now. Unlucky ones. The perfect supper
for the family of deer just passing through.
There is a woman singing to her child
& windchimes & children’s shrieks & mower lines
wound round the trees like bangles
hanging off of hungry wrists.

He’s holed up inside, on hold
with the unemployment line. Third time
this week. The scrape of decay
has made its way into every part of our lives.
The cat chases a dead leaf. I try to read
over the automated voice
of a woman on the line      apologizing
over & over, unable to be
of any help. Eight months now
without pay. The evenings finally cool.
The screen door slams behind me.
Birds of prey alight
on a smear of horizon.
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Music
Sarah Ward

The woman at the back
Closed her eyes 
And she danced. 

The music was so loud
That the air vibrated. 

She danced until
The dead woman
Inside her
Stopped crying. 

She danced.

She danced forever. 

The music was so loud 
That the air vibrated.

The air vibrated. 
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Raven
Gail Webb

I sit alone with loss,
peering out across the hill
endlessly searching
for a world that understands.
This high perch suits me,
humans tend to look the other way,
looking for brighter colours.

I mope in glossy black
fringed wings wrapped
as armour against the hurts;
beady, ink-dipped eyes
see spirits in grey skies ahead;
silky cumulus clouds hide the pain
of waving goodbye to loved ones.

I can bear no more.
Let the wind’s next gust
take me high into thermal air
where I soar with eagles, hawks,
kestrels, here it is possible
to take a bird’s eye view, consider
whether I will always be alone.
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Mr. Sandman
Ryan Westmoreland

Sweep the sleep off my eyes
A chock white “pop!” of the broken door lock wakes me
Poppa is home with baked ziti and Italian bread
It is 4-am, or some odd

The stench of drink and smoke swirls sweet and palpable in the air that 
pervades him
But it is nothing
Time is nothing
But the scruff of my father’s beard
Salt & Pepper Giant
A wire-y soft mass of age
I pet his long hair and brush his scraggly sideburns with my small, clumsy 
hands

Sleep is for the weak-hearted
And for when he is a restless lion, I am a devoted cub
I stay awake to listen to the tall tales of the night before
the stories he preaches like scripture.

We watch NY 1
Until the sun is bright in the sky again.
Thunderous snores begin to escape from poppa’s gaping mouth.
We are no longer lions, but tired house-cats
Nodding off to sleep; embracing the sweet rays of sun.
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Offerings 
Skye Wilson

I’ll cook for you every Sunday from now 
until I rot, feed you fresh-cut trimmings 
of my nails. I will delve my love-worn 
fingers into the sack of my chest, 
pull out a heart, still wriggling, 
still bursting, always yours. 

Here’s my stomach, 
with intestine 
and oesophagus tied off,
a knapsack to keep in
the last meal you made me. 
I’ll give you all the wishes 
you could ask for, pluck out 

my every eyelash one by one. 
I will wobble every tooth out, 
keep them in a fairy jar for you, 
ask for nothing in return. Please – 

take my femurs to scratch your back or 
to shatter if you ever need a toothpick, ice-bath 
my organs so you’ll live forever, tin my muscles 
for apocalypse fodder, take my veins 
and ligaments as spares, leave me 
nothing but my tired hands.
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Christopher Arksey
Christopher Arksey is a writer and voice actor living in Hull, UK. His work is also 
forthcoming in Moist Poetry Journal, and he’s currently writing his first pamphlet-length 
collection of poems. You can find him on Twitter @chrisarksey.

Bess Amelia Yeager
Bess Amelia Yeager (she/her/hers) is a multi-genre writer based in Indianapolis, IN. She 
is a recent graduate of Kenyon College and a lifelong devotee of the sublime, the strange, 
and the places where they overlap. Her writing can be found in Adelaide Literary Maga-
zine and is forthcoming in The Doctor T. J. Eckleburg Review online.

Cassidy Champagne
Cassidy Champagne is a Vancouver-based poet/student who enjoys writing about the 
pacific northwest and her failed relationships. Others associate her with caffeine, low-
er-case letters, and the colour green. She has two self-published chapbooks, copies of 
which are very few and far between; her poetry is forthcoming in horse egg literary. Find 
her on instagram @casschampagne & twitter @goodgrlefs.

Jason de Koff
Jason de Koff is an associate professor of agronomy and soil science at Tennessee State 
University.  He lives in Nashville, TN with his wife, Jaclyn, and his two daughters, 
Tegan and Maizie.  He has published in a number of scientific journals, and has over 
80 poems published or forthcoming in literary journals over the last year. Twitter: @
JasonPdK3

Trini Decombe 
Trini Decombe is the co-founder and editor of streetcakemagazine. She was published in 
online magazines between 2007 and 2014. She has recently started to submit again, with 
her most recent poems featured in poem atlas. 

Nikki Dudley
Nikki is managing editor of streetcake magazine and also runs the streetcake writing 
prize and MumWrite. She has a chapbook and collection with KFS. She is the winner of 
the Virginia Prize 2020 and her second novel, Volta, was published in May 2021.

https://twitter.com/chrisarksey
https://twitter.com/ameliaygr
https://twitter.com/GOODGRlEFS
https://twitter.com/JasonPdK3
https://twitter.com/nikkidudley20
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Diablo Dylan
Diablo Dylan is a graduate of East Carolina University, where he worked as an intern for 
the North Carolina Literary Review. He hails from Erwin, NC. 

Agnieszka Filipek
Agnieszka Filipek is a Polish–born poet living in Ireland. Her poems have appeared in 
over 60 publications internationally, including countries, such as Poland, Ireland, India, 
Hong Kong, Bangladesh, England, Wales, Northern Ireland, Germany, Canada and the 
US. Her poems have appeared in The Journal of Compressed Creative Arts, The Cicada’s 
Cry, Black Bough Poetry, Crannóg, The Blue Nib, Chrysanthemum, Marble Poetry 
Magazine, Headway Quarterly, and elsewhere.

Joanna Grant
Joanna Grant holds a Ph.D. in British and American literature, specializing in fictional 
as well as nonfiction travel narratives of the Middle East. She spent eight years in that 
region, notably two years in Afghanistan, teaching writing, mythology, and public speak-
ing classes to American soldiers and gathering materials for her own memoir, which 
she is currently completing as part of an MFA in Creative Nonfiction at Southern New 
Hampshire University under the direction of Mark Sundeen. Her poetry and prose have 
appeared widely in journals including Guernica and Prairie Schooner. 

David Greaves
David Greaves is a UK-based writer whose poetry and fiction have appeared in The 
Babel Tower Notice Board, Lune, streetcake magazine, algia, Tenebrae, and Datableed. 
He mostly doesn’t tweet at @dgrbolith.

Ellen Huang
Ellen Huang (she/her) is an ace writer of fairy tales, speculative lit, and horror comedy. 
She holds a BA in Writing + Theatre from Point Loma Nazarene University and reads 
for Whale Road Review. Her work is published/forthcoming in Diverging Magazine, 
Aze Journal, South Broadway Ghost Society, Sword & Kettle Press, horse egg literary, 
miniskirt magazine, Gingerbread House Lit, Bowery Gothic, and more. She lives in San 
Diego with her pan roommate and writes semi-spiritual stuff inspired by movies: worry-
dollsandfloatinglights.wordpress.com. Some nights in her room, a forest grows.

https://twitter.com/Diablo_Dylan
https://twitter.com/joannagrant064
https://twitter.com/dgrbolith
https://twitter.com/nocturnalxlight
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E.P Jenkins
E.P is a poet and artist based in Kent, a recent graduate of Royal Holloway’s Poetic Prac-
tice MA, a founding member of the Crested Tit Collective, and editor of Coven Poetry. 
E.P’s work can be found in Streetcake Magazine, the anthologies Harpies (2018) and 
Rewilding: An Eco Poetic Anthology (2020). Her debut collection Rituals will be pub-
lished with Broken Sleep Books (2022).  She is a big witchy weirdo inspired by folklore, 
contemporary and historical medicine, and crafts as a method for poetic generation.

Shontay Luna
Shontay Luna is a lifelong Chicagoan with work published in, most recently, The Daily 
Drunk, Rigorous and Anti-Heroine Chic. She’s the author of two chapbooks, Reflections 
of a Project Girl and Recollections & Dreams. Her third book, has since been published, 
‘To James & Sarah with love: Poetry based on slang from 1920s through 1940s’.

Eleanor May Blackburn
Eleanor is a 23 year old actor and writer from Sheffield. Eleanor graduated in 2019 
with First Class Honours in Acting from Falmouth University. She is being published in 
the upcoming anthology: Globalisation: The sphere keeps spinning by Making Magic 
Happen Press. 

Robin McNamara
Robin McNamara is a prolific Irish poet with over 145 poems published worldwide in 
America, Canada, Ireland and in the UK with Versification, Literary Heist, Pink Plastic 
House, Dream Journal, Dwelling Literary & Ephemeral Elegies A regular contributor 
to Poetry Ireland and Black Bough Poetry poetry prompts. Robin’s forthcoming debut 
chapbook, Under A Mind’s Staircase is out in 2021.

Rahma O. Jimoh
Rahma O. Jimoh is a writer and nature photog. She is a 2021 Hues Foundation scholar 
and a 2020 Pushcart Prize Nominee.  A lover of sunsets and monuments. She has been 
published or forthcoming in Feral, Rigorous, Ice Floe Press, Olongo Africa and The 
Hellebore.  She was recently shortlisted as top ten in the Hysteria Writing Contest & top 
five in the Abubakar Gimba Prize for Fiction. She is the Poetry Editor for The Quills 
and a Poetry Reader at Chestnut Review.  Pronouns: She/Her. Twitter/Instagram @
dynamicrahma

Chloe Orrock
Chloe is a new poet from the UK. She is previously published by Cannon Poets, and 
has performed her spoken word short play ‘Of Sirens and Other Monsters’ at a number 
of arts festivals and theatres in London. She has also performed poetry sets for groups 
including Farrago Poetry, Dodo Modern Poets, and Abeerance Arts. Previously she has 
won the Farrago School’s Out Slam, the LAMDA Original Poetry Performance Competi-
tion, and was a commended Foyle Young Poet of the Year.

https://twitter.com/ShamelaPamela
https://twitter.com/ShontayLuna
https://twitter.com/EleanorMayBlac1
https://twitter.com/thewindingroad1
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Diana Raab
Diana Raab, MFA, PhD, is an award-winning Santa Barbara author of nine books. 
Her work has been published in numerous journals and publications. Raab blogs for 
Psychology Today, The Wisdom Daily, The Good Men Project and Thrive Global. Her 
latest books are Writing for Bliss: A Seven-Step Program for Telling Your Story and 
Transforming Your Life and Writing for Bliss: A Companion Book. Her latest creative 
endeavor is Conversation Cards for Meaningful Storytelling. Visit her at: dianaraab.com

Shane Schick
Shane Schick’s most recent work is appearing or forthcoming in The Mark Review, 
Fahmidan Journal and Macrina Magazine, among others. He is the founder of a publica-
tion about customer experience design called 360 Magazine and lives in Toronto. More: 
ShaneSchick.com/poetry. Twitter: @shaneschick 

JP Seabright
JP Seabright is a queer writer living in London. Their work can be found in Babel Tower 
Notice Board, Fugitives & Futurists, Full House, Untitled Voices and elsewhere. Forth-
coming publications this year include: Streetcake, Close To The Bone and Strukturriss. 
Occasionally they can be found hanging out on Twitter @errormessage and blogging 
about music: https://randomrecordreview.wordpress.com

Dorka Tamás
Dorka Tamás is a Hungarian doing her PhD at the University of Exeter. Her research is 
interested in the supernatural in Sylvia Plath’s poetry. Dorka has presented on several 
conferences and is a co-founder of the Sylvia Plath Society. Dorka has published writ-
ings in English in Re-Side and Teen Belle magazine, and in in her mother tongue. 

Ashley Wagner
Ashley Wagner is a queer writer, reader, and roller-skater living in Maryland. She is the 
poetry editor for Ligeia Magazine, and her work has appeared in Door is a Jar, Salaman-
der, Up the Staircase Quarterly, and Grub Street.

Sarah Ward
Sarah has been writing poetry all of her life. She lives in East London, and she works in 
the public sector. Sarah has an English and Drama degree from Winchester University. 
Sarah’s writing is a backdrop to her life, and she uses writing to talk about life and the 
world around her. Sarah  has written plays, short stories and most importantly poetry. 
Sarah loves the sound of words, and likes to play around with repetition  and grammar. 
Sarah had a rehearsed reading of her play Demons which was performed at the Hackney 
Empire as part of a  new writers season in 2005, however she has yet to be published, 
and whilst she loves the theatre, her first love is poetry.

https://twitter.com/dianaraab
https://twitter.com/shaneschick
https://twitter.com/errormessage
https://twitter.com/dorkatamas
https://twitter.com/ashley_dawn_w
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Gail Webb
Gail rediscovered her love of poetry at a time of personal crisis. Her poetry asks you 
to connect, to consider your own experiences, to seek out truth and hope in forgotten 
corners.  Gail is published in the international feminist journal Boshemia 2019, Origins 
edition and also has a number of poems published with Visual Verse on-line anthology. 
She has a poem in the Leeds Trinity University anthology on George Eliot, published in 
England by Yaffle Press 2020 and poems in several other anthologies.

Ryan Westmoreland
Ryan Westmoreland is a poet and fiction writer with the Head of a Woman & the Horns 
of a Ram. Her work has previously been published in The Tiny Journal, Beyond Words 
Magazine and Back Patio Press. She currently lives in West Haven, Connecticut.
Find her at twitter.com/reeltuffcookie

Skye Wilson 
Skye Wilson is a glitter poet, and a rugby-playing feminist. She has an MSc in Creative 
Writing from Edinburgh University. Skye is a strong believer that thick thighs save lives. 
She has previously been published at perhappened mag and Vagabond City Lit, among 
others. Find her work at skye-wilson.com, and her twitter @skyewilsonpoet. 

https://twitter.com/Poettre
http://twitter.com/reeltuffcookie
https://twitter.com/skyewilsonpoet



